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CLIENT OVERVIEW
Digital Sense is an enterprise technology partner to medium to large size businesses and
government organisations in Brisbane and across Australia.
They also own a data centre and partner with different organisations to provide a pathway to the Cloud that
provides flexibility and reliability encompassing Hybrid Cloud, Public Cloud, Private Cloud and on-premise data
solutions. Their three vendor partners are Netapp, Veeam and VMware; providing security, software and networking.

OVERVIEW – CHALLENGE
Our team structured our marketing strategy as a two-stage process, of three months each agreeing to reach three Digital Sense rebranded in 2017, however did not have the in-house
marketing skills to manage the creative agency or develop a plan to take them to the next level.
Outsource to Us were appointed to provide the marketing team to effectively market their brand and develop a
broader spread of recognition and potential customer engagement. As a technology company they had spent very
little time on marketing and tell their story.
A range of services were provided through; event management, partner channel development, content writing,
social media management, graphic design and website design.

One main challenge was:
How do you get 12 CIO’s in a room to talk
about Technology?
Digital Invite

Meeting Notes

Is your team or your business the road block to
digital transformation?
transformation and organisational change?
Our discussion will cover the strategies required to lessen the impact of disruption on
Kerryn Fewster, CEO of Change2020, will facilitate the discussion around
what CIOs can do to help their teams move through the necessary change in mindset…

Beer's ability to pair with cheese surprises many and
Matt Kirkegaard aka ‘Beermatt’ will present a beer and
cheese masterclass as part of the lunch. Matt presents
the best ways to really get a sense of how versatile beer
is as a food match.

Supported by
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OUR PROCESS
To efficiently implement the tactical marketing plan that was developed as part of the strategy
phase, Outsource to Us provided a marketing and social media manager onsite one to two
days a week to create cohesion with the Digital Sense team and establish foundational contact
with the client.
This resulted in tailored content for Digital Sense to market through a range of elements including technical writing
(content creation) for their service catalogue and blog.
To further their brand awareness, a social media plan was implemented. Within 9 months Outsource to Us was able
to increase their followers on LinkedIn by 33% through weekly content, resulting in 2 new large project wins.
Outsource to Us rebuilt the company’s website to make it user friendly and integrate it with the Salesforce and
Pardot, providing the tracking and reporting needed to prove results.
One of the main marketing activities of 2018 was to organise an event which allow accessed Digital Sense access to
the top business executives in Brisbane. This was achieved by hosting a CIO Roundtable in which 12 CIO’s attended
to talk about “Is your Team a Road Block to Digital Transformation?”.
Other services such as graphic design was utilised to create a consistent brand image across all brochures, flyers
and banners.
Outsource to Us continue to work as the outsourced marketing team for Digital sense.
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Website

Social media posts

Integrated Digital Marketing Campaign
Digital Display Ads
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TIME-SAVING



Cloud computing services are self-service and
on demand, which gives organisations the
flexibility to provision computing resources in
minutes, massively reducing project and
capacity planning. This speed and flexibility
equate to faster delivery of services to your
customers: internal and external.

FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility to move between clouds in a hybrid
configuration: Organisations can leverage a public
cloud during high-usage times by moving
workloads between their private and public cloud
sites. A hybrid cloud is also an attractive option for
developing and testing applications before
implementation into the private cloud.

PROTECTION

Cloud computing encompasses data hosting and
mirroring, data protection, disaster recovery, and
business continuity to ensure that your data is
always available from anywhere at any time.

<

SECURITY

Reputable Cloud providers
integrate the highest standard of
24/7 security measures shielding
networks, systems, and data from
malicious attacks and
unauthorised access.

NEXT-GENERATION

Cloud Service providers
have equipment you’ve
only dreamt about. Their
purpose on Earth is to help
you serve your customers,
and they do this by
utilising on the latest
technology in the most
secure data centres.
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SELF-SERVICE

SCALABILITY

COST

Cloud computing is elastic. If you have a
short-term project that requires extra IT
resources only for the duration of the
project, a Cloud service provider can
deliver. State your requirements, do the
work, ace the project, and walk away; let
the Cloud Service provider clean up
after you.

RELIABLE ACCESS

Access your business data anywhere,
anytime, from any device. Authorised
employees can access customer
information from their smart-devices
from home or while travelling, and can
share that information with other
authorised people anywhere in the
world.
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DIGITAL SENSE
CLOUD BENEFITS

Self-service portals enable cloud tenants
to take advantage of cloud computingbenefits via secure portals that provide
simple time-saving provisioning of
services.

¾

Cloud computing eliminates the capital expense of
computer equipment and software. Cloud Service
providers supply IT hardware, software, storage
infrastructure, networking, power and cooling, and
experts to configure, manage, and keep the
environment up to date.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

ā

Info-graphic
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